**1. ADDRESS OF HISTORIC RESOURCE**  
(must comply with an Office of Property Assessment address)  
Street address: 1533-39 N. 7th Street  
Postal code: 19122-3604  
Councilmanic District:  

**2. NAME OF HISTORIC RESOURCE**  
Historic Name: Trinity (German) Reformed Church (Later known as the Ohev-Zedek Synagogue)  
Current/Common Name: 99 Adult Daycare II  

**3. TYPE OF HISTORIC RESOURCE**  
- [x] Building  
- [ ] Structure  
- [ ] Site  
- [ ] Object  

**4. PROPERTY INFORMATION**  
Condition:  
- [x] excellent  
- [ ] good  
- [ ] fair  
- [ ] poor  
- [ ] ruins  
Occupancy:  
- [x] occupied  
- [ ] vacant  
- [ ] under construction  
- [ ] unknown  
Current use: 99 Adult Daycare II  

**5. BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION**  
Please attach  

**6. DESCRIPTION**  
Please attach  

**7. SIGNIFICANCE**  
Please attach the Statement of Significance.  
Period of Significance (from year to year): from 1869 to 1872  
Date(s) of construction and/or alteration: 1869-72  
Architect, engineer, and/or designer: Samuel Sloan, Architect  
Builder, contractor, and/or artisan: Unknown  
Original owner: Trinity (German) Reformed Church  
Other significant persons: Unknown
CRITERIA FOR DESIGNATION:
The historic resource satisfies the following criteria for designation (check all that apply):
☐ (a) Has significant character, interest or value as part of the development, heritage or cultural characteristics of the City, Commonwealth or Nation or is associated with the life of a person significant in the past; or,
☐ (b) Is associated with an event of importance to the history of the City, Commonwealth or Nation;
or,
☐ (c) Reflects the environment in an era characterized by a distinctive architectural style; or,
☐ (d) Embodies distinguishing characteristics of an architectural style or engineering specimen; or,
☐ (e) Is the work of a designer, architect, landscape architect or designer, or engineer whose work has significantly influenced the historical, architectural, economic, social, or cultural development of the City, Commonwealth or Nation; or,
☐ (f) Contains elements of design, detail, materials or craftsmanship which represent a significant innovation; or,
☐ (g) Is part of or related to a square, park or other distinctive area which should be preserved according to an historic, cultural or architectural motif; or,
☐ (h) Owing to its unique location or singular physical characteristic, represents an established and familiar visual feature of the neighborhood, community or City; or,
☐ (i) Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in pre-history or history; or
☐ (j) Exemplifies the cultural, political, economic, social or historical heritage of the community.

8. MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
Please attach

9. NOMINATOR
Organization______________________________________Date________________________________
Name with Title__________________________________ Email________________________________
Street Address____________________________________Telephone____________________________
City, State, and Postal Code______________________________________________________________
Nominator ☐ is    ☒ is not      the property owner.

PHC USE ONLY
Date of Receipt:_______________________________________________________________________
☒ Correct-Complete    ☐ Incorrect-Incomplete  Date:_________________________________
Date of Notice Issuance:_________________________________________________________________
Property Owner at Time of Notice
Name:_________________________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________
                                                                                       ______________________________________________________________________
City:_______________________________________ State:____ Postal Code:_________
Date(s) Reviewed by the Committee on Historic Designation:____________________________________
Date(s) Reviewed by the Historical Commission:______________________________________________
Date of Final Action:__________________________________________________________
☒ Designated            ☐ Rejected             Criteria D, E & J 12/3/18
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Figure 1. Looking south at the primary (west) elevation of the subject property. Source: Oscar Beisert, 2019.
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Trinity Reformed (German) Church, 1533–39 N. 7th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122
**7. BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION**

ALL THAT CERTAIN lot or piece of ground with the buildings and improvements thereon erected on the East side of North Seventh Street at the distance of 40 feet Southward from the South side of Oxford Street,

CONTAINING in front or breath on the said North Seventh Street 70 feet and extending in length or depth Eastward 100 feet.

OPA Property No. 201141600
Philadelphia Deed Registry No. 012N02–0261
6. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Facing west immediately upon N. 7th Street in North Philadelphia, Trinity Reformed Church is a small- to medium-sized house of worship, standing two-and-one-half stories, built of Trenton brownstone with stone trimmings from Cleveland, Ohio.

Dominated by a gable front, the three-bay-wide primary (west) elevation is clad in a brownstone ashlar laid in a random pattern and set off by lightly colored stone trimmings. The bays are delineated by distinctive brownstone towers that project from the façade in the form of octagonal cantons and pilasters. The cantons and pilasters are supported by gable-fronted buttresses at the base that feature colonettes at each corner and brownstone coping along the tops of the gables. The columns are of the same lightly-colored stone, while the capitols are in brownstone. The first and second stages of the building are delineated by sets of brownstone coursing in the cantons, a
feature reduced to a single strand in the pilasters. The central bay features the primary entryway that is set within a low gable-front projection, which features a tall opening defined by a pointed arch. This central pointed aperture is further delineated by lightly-colored stone colonettes and matching coping within the archway. While the stone details are original and in fair condition, the doors and transom have been infilled with a modern unit. Rising above the central entrance, a tall window spans the second stage of the façade, which is defined by a pointed arch and a lightly-colored stone architrave. While somewhat obscured by opaque storm windows, the windows within appears to be an early replacement, if not original, featuring Gothic details. The third, half story of the central bay features an oculus that is defined by a lightly-colored stone architrave and connected to the pilasters by stone coursing.

Figure 5. The central bay of the primary (west) elevation, showing the entrance porch, at the center of which is a datestone inscribed “1859,” and the primary window of above. Source: Oscar Beisert, 2019.
Flanking the central bay are tall and narrow windows of equal size, which are defined by pointed arches and delineated by lightly-colored stone tracery. Two stages of lightly-colored stone coping connect the windows to the cantons and pilasters. The gable front features a continuous cornice of lightly-colored stone with simple, geometric details.

Figure 9. The side (north) elevation of the subject property. Source: Oscar Beisert, 2019.
The north and south elevations span six bays in width, each of which is defined by one aperture per floor and set within the continuous Trenton brownstone facade. The bays are further delineated by brownstone buttresses that rise near the termination of the second floor. The first floor is further defined by a greater projection of the buttress at the ground floor. The buttresses feature brownstone coping. The first floor features narrow, rectangular windows and the second floor features taller, narrow windows defined by pointed arches. The windows are delineated by brownstone architraves and sills.

Figure 10. The rear (east) and side (north) elevations of the subject property. Source: Oscar Beisert, 2019.
7. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

A distinctive example of a small urban church in the Gothic Revival style and an important representative type of the work of the eminent Philadelphia architect Samuel Sloan, Trinity (German) Reformed Church at 1533–39 N. 7th Street is a significant historic resource that merits designation by the Philadelphia Historical Commission and inclusion on the Philadelphia Register of Historic Places. The subject property satisfies the following Criteria for Designation, as enumerated in Section 14–1004 of the Philadelphia Code:

(d) Embodies distinguishing characteristics of an architectural style or engineering specimen;

(e) Is the work of a designer, architect, landscape architect or designer, or engineer whose work has significantly influenced the historical, architectural, economic, social, or cultural development of the City, Commonwealth or Nation; and

(j) Exemplifies the cultural, political, economic, social or historical heritage of the community.


Criteria D, E, and J

With its distinctive, yet relatively modest façade of Trenton brownstone and lightly-colored stone trimmings, the former Trinity (German) Reformed Church at 1533–39 N. 7th Street, built between 1869 and 1872, is a small house of worship with distinguishing characteristics of the Gothic Revival style in a design by the eminent architect, Samuel Sloan (1815–1884), for a budding congregation of limited economic means.

Organized in a hall, “on Frankford road,” at Master Street, “by a few earnest young men,” the congregation that built the subject building was established in 1860 as a Sunday School that

Figure 11. The design elevation for Trinity (German) Reformed Church, the subject property, as published in the *Architectural Review and American Builders’ Journal (ARABJ)* by Samuel Sloan in 1869.
would eventually be called the “Trinity [German] Reformed Sunday School” and later the Trinity (German) Reformed Church.¹ After its founding, the Sunday School met at the American Mechanic’s Hall at Fourth and George Streets, where a well-known minister of the (German) Reformed Church, Rev. Dr. D.E. Klopp, began preaching to the group in the spring of 1867. On May 19, 1867, the congregation was officially organized by the Philadelphia Classis of the (German) Reformed Church.² The following September the congregation removed to a hall that once stood at Sixth Street and Girard Avenue.³ During this time the young congregation began a campaign for a permanent building, which required selecting and purchasing a lot, as well as commissioning an architect or builder to furnish plans for a new house of worship.

During the period in which the congregation was planning for its new church edifice, Samuel Sloan began publishing The Architectural Review and American Builders’ Journal (hereafter ARABJ) in July 1868, which began serving as the chief and primary organ for the American Institute of Architects (AIA). In the first issue of the ARABJ, Sloan, the de facto editor of the journal, opens with an article titled “An American Style,” which began “a series of essays on the state of architecture in America.” Sloan used the ARABJ to sell the AIA, tacitly and sometimes blatantly representing his own ideals, often deriding Philadelphia’s architectural status.⁴ Among the didactic essays published by Sloan in the ARABJ, several discussed the subject of good design for all classes, including both working- and middle-class people. Sloan was part of a larger discussion that largely was charged during the Jacksonian era about an American architectural style; providing public architecture for Americans; and, most relevant, economical, but tasteful options for people of modest means.

Expressive of the cultural, economic, and social heritage of Philadelphia’s working- to middle-class people of the period, the discussion of architecture in terms of equity for the entire community is one that goes back far beyond the founding of the United States. The discussion in the New World was definitely a topic of interest in the second and third quarters of the nineteenth century. While largely focusing on country house architecture, even tastemakers like Andrew Jackson Downing (1815–1852) provided patterns for small houses and cottages, as well as renovation schemes for small buildings. There were several articles in his publication, The Horticulturist: Journal of Rural Art and Rural Taste that were meant to influence working- and middle-class taste. John Notman (1810–1865), another eminent Philadelphia architect and contemporary of Sloan, also designed a few buildings for people of modest means. One example was the Protestant Episcopal Church of the Messiah, which was designed by Notman and constructed between 1847 and 1848, at 2646 East Huntingdon Street in the Port Richmond neighborhood of Philadelphia—demolished in 2015 for a townhouse development. When Notman’s design was fully executed in the finished church, the building was said to be “beautiful, convenient, and cheap.”⁵ The Church of the Messiah was a mission congregation established by the Episcopal diocese, and it, like other buildings of the period, were designed

² “Trinity Reformed Church, The Philadelphia Inquirer, 3 April 1871, 2.
with limited funds for people of fixed means. Striving for appropriate and tasteful architectural works for working- to middle-class people was a trend and ideal continued into the third quarter of the nineteenth century.

In August 1869, Sloan published “Designs for Small Churches” in ARABJ. The article included designs for congregations of modest means, including separate elevation and floorplan drawings of Trinity (German) Reformed Church. The purpose of this article was to continue to direct this discussion of the economic considerations and social benefits of tasteful designs for Americans of limited economic means. In this article Sloan stated the following about the need for congregations of limited means:

The illustrated works on Ecclesiastical Architecture, which come from the press, usually treat of a class of edifices altogether beyond the reach of the congregations whose means are limited—very limited. In a serial like the Architectural Review there is an opportunity presented to give, from time to time, sketches and instructions, by which the wants of the bodies we allude to may be met. The pastor in the backwoods, and the minister on the prairie, as well as the servant of God who teaches the poor in our crowded cities will each and all be benefited by the information given, and a truly good work will thus be done.6

Sloan provided illustrations of both Calvary Presbyterian Church, formerly on the 1500 block of Locust Street (demolished), and the subject property. Providing a more comprehensive description of the former, both churches were “Gothic in style,” being “inexpensive yet expressive.”7

---

7 Sloan, ARABJ 3 (1870): 76.
Figure 14. The design for Calvary Presbyterian Church in idealized setting at the northeast corner of Locust and Sydenham Streets. Source: Samuel Sloan and Charles J. Lukens, *ARABJ* (1869): 76. Figure 15. A page from Sloan's *ARABJ*, 1869, showing the title page of the article featuring the subject property.

Figure 16. St. John German Evangelical Church located at 516 Wharton Street, designed by Samuel Sloan and constructed in 1873. Source: Cyclomedia, 2018.
As it turns out, Sloan was commissioned to design the subject building in May 1869, soon after which the congregation laid the cornerstone on June 26, 1869 in the presence of (German) Reformed Revs. Dr. Gans, Dr. Bomberger, Dr. Geissy.\(^8\) Construction took place in the summer and fall of 1869 to sufficiently complete the basement and foundation of the building, allowing space for classrooms and a lecture room. By April 1871, the congregation was still “worshiping in the basement (a very comfortable one, by the way),” projecting that construction of the “upper audience chamber” would resume that summer to ensure completion by the Christmas holidays.\(^9\)

After nearly two years of fundraising, the congregation would go on to finish the building; however, it is clear that the limited means of the congregants was a consideration that led to the staggered completion of the property, providing a perspective on the cultural, economic, and social heritage of the (German) Reformed Church and the people it served as part of the Trinity (German) Reformed congregation during the third quarter of the nineteenth century in Philadelphia.

---


\(^9\) *The Philadelphia Inquirer*, 22 April 1871, 2.
Economic constraints considered, Sloan designed the Trinity Reformed Church as specimen of the Gothic Revival style, an “inexpensive, but expressive” building that continues to possess distinguishing characteristics of that style to this day:

1. Four gable-fronted buttresses within the primary (west) elevation;¹⁰
2. Four towers delineating the bays of the primary (west) elevation, including two octagonal cantons and two octagonal pilasters;¹¹
3. Three large windows defined by pointed arches within the primary (west) elevation;¹²
4. A central entrance set within a gable-fronted entrance porch with a doorway defined by a pointed arch;¹³

¹¹ Harris, *Illustrated Dictionary*, 404 and 413.
¹³ Harris, *Illustrated Dictionary*, 428.
5. Several pairs of colonettes in both the arches and the buttresses within the primary (west) elevation;\textsuperscript{14}
6. An oculus within the gable-front of the primary elevation;
7. Six buttresses extending two-stories within both the north and south elevations,\textsuperscript{15} and
8. Five tall, narrow windows defined by pointed arches.\textsuperscript{16}

In addition to the characteristics, Trinity Reformed Church is also built of rubble stone with a Trenton brownstone façade, which was a common stone type used for Gothic Revival style churches of the period, as was the simple, gable-front building form.\textsuperscript{17}

Figure 20. Left: A detail shot of the buttress at the base of the octagonal turret at the northwest corner of the building, showing its gable-front supported by colonettes. Figure 21. Right: The primary (west) elevation of the subject property, showing the northern most bay with a pointed arch window, a window hood, an octagonal tower and pilaster, and the Gothic-inspired cornice. Source: Oscar Beisert, 2019.

This design was commissioned in the final years of Sloan’s prolific work in Philadelphia, making it a late specimen of his Gothic Revival style buildings.\textsuperscript{18} More importantly, this work exemplifies the work of one of Philadelphia’s great Victorian-era architects in a limited and

\textsuperscript{14} Harris, \textit{Illustrated Dictionary}, 125.
\textsuperscript{15} Harris, \textit{Illustrated Dictionary}, 78.
\textsuperscript{16} Harris, \textit{Illustrated Dictionary}, 425.
\textsuperscript{17} Harris, \textit{Illustrated Dictionary}, 254–62.
\textsuperscript{18} Cooledge, \textit{Samuel Sloan}, 224.
specific sector of his œuvre that focused on economy and public good for the (German) Reformed congregation. Being an architect that significantly influenced the City of Philadelphia, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and the Nation, Samuel Sloan’s design of the subject building is an important representative specimen of his work.

Figure 22. 1875 Philadelphia Atlas by G.M. Hopkins. Source: Greater Philadelphia GeoHistory Network.

After the formal dedication in 1872, the congregation operated in the building from that time through its removal in 1910. At that time the subject building was sold to the congregation of Ohev-Zedek Synagogue that served the Hungarian Jewish community. The building was the congregation’s second home and the first they owned.

---

19 Cooledge, Samuel Sloan, 224; Deed: Trinity Reformed Church of Philadelphia to Chevra Ohev Zedek, a body corporate, 13 July 1910, Philadelphia Deed Book W.S.V., No. 1314, p. 448, City Archives of Philadelphia.
20 "The Ohev Zedek Synagogue Dedicated: Hungarian Jewish Chevra Now Has Large Synagogue," The Jewish Exponent, 30 September 1910, p. 12. This article states that the congregation held services in a rented space in a hall near N. Second Street and Fairmount Avenue for about twenty years. The congregation sold the subject building in 1960 and moved to East Mount Airy (Deed: Chevra Ohev Zedek to Bruce Madison Oakley and Irene Oakley, his wife, 31 May 1960, Philadelphia Deed Book C.A.B, No. 1383, p. 574, CAP).
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